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We propose a common set of terms to use when describing the general properties of ring 
occultation profiles. This will enable users of the Rings Node database to search for profiles 
across multiple instruments while using a single unambiguous vocabulary.

PDS labels contain descriptive information about each data product, followed by structural 
information such as the definition of each column in a table. The keywords used in the “keyword 
= value” pairs that describe the product are all managed by the PDS as a part of their Data 
Dictionary. We will be loading our database from the descriptive information in the labels, so it is 
especially important that this information be consistent and complete across the different data 
sets.

The names and definitions of the columns in each table are not subject to strict controls. 
However, for simplicity, we are proposing a set of names that can be used for both descriptive 
PDS keywords and also as the names of columns describing the occultation geometry.

This document does not address the names of the columns used to describe the transmitted 
signal, the optical depth of the rings, or any associated calibration or quality information. 
However, we do include a few common terms to characterize, in a general way, the sensitivity of 
each data file to an optically thin or an optically thick ring.

In the discussion below, we define each proposed term and indicate whether and how it should 
be used. Our choices are based on a few constraints. First, we wish to be consistent about the 
meanings of certain PDS “class words” such as “longitude”, “latitude”, “incidence angle”, 
“azimuth” and “elevation”. Second, we want to use terms and definitions consistent with other 
types of data, such as images, whenever this is practical. Third, we want to support the prior 
definitions used by each of the teams, although in a few cases we had to deal with mutually 
inconsistent definitions of the same concept.

Our solution has been to allow a little bit of redundancy. Certain terms, such those describing 
the direction of the photon as it crosses the ring plane, can be and have been described in 
multiple ways. We have identified a core set of keywords, identified below as “required” that 
should serve as the common vocabulary we all use. We have also defined alternative quantities 
that will enable each team to continue using their own definitions in the cases where those 
definitions happen to differ from the “common” one.

Following is a table of all the proposed keywords organized by category. Afterward, we provide 
a detailed definition and description of each one. This list is not intended to be comprehensive; it 
just includes those quantities that are specifically relevant to ring occultations.
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Occultation Event Parameters
OCCULTATION_TYPE

Definition:
OCCULTATION_TYPE distinguishes between two types of occultation experiments, stellar 
and radio. Stellar occultations involve observing a star as a targeted ring or body passes in 
front, as seen from either a spacecraft or Earth-based observatory. Radio occultations 
typically involve observing the continuous-wave radio transmissions from a spacecraft as it 
passes behind the target as seen from a radio telescope on Earth or another spacecraft. 
Possible values are “STELLAR”, “SOLAR”, and “RADIO”.                    

PDSDD Status: Existing term; “SOLAR” is a new option.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: NOT USED.

PLANETARY_OCCULTATION_FLAG

Definition:
PLANETARY_OCCULTATION_FLAG is a yes-or-no flag that indicates whether a ring 
occultation track also intersects the planet. Possible values are “Y” and “N”.                                                 

Comments:
This refers to the occultation track overall, not to the contents of a particular file.

PDSDD Status: Existing term.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: NOT USED.

RING_OCCULTATION_DIRECTION

Definition:
RING_OCCULTATION_DIRECTION indicates the radial direction of a ring occultation track. 
Possible values are “INGRESS”, “EGRESS”, “BOTH”, and “MULTIPLE”.

Comments:
This refers to the occultation track overall, not to the contents of a particular file.

PDSDD Status: Existing term.
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Usage in labels: REQUIRED.

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: NOT USED.

STAR_NAME

Definition:
STAR_NAME provides the identifying name of star, including the catalog name if necessary.  
Examples include “sigma Sgr” and “SAO 123456” (for star number 123456 in the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory catalog). Its value should be “N/A” (not applicable) 
for radio occultation data.

PDSDD Status: Existing term.

Usage in labels:
UVIS and VIMS: REQUIRED.
RSS: NOT USED.

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: NOT USED.

Profile-Specific Parameters
RADIAL_RESOLUTION

Definition:
RADIAL_RESOLUTION indicates the nominal radial distance over which changes in ring 
properties can be detected within a data product.

Note: this value may be larger than the RADIAL_SAMPLING_INTERVAL value, because a 
data product can be over-sampled.

PDSDD Status: Existing term.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.
If the value is fixed, as it is for stellar occultations, then only a single value is required. 
Otherwise, the minimum and maximum values should be given.

RADIAL_RESOLUTION! = ....

or
MINIMUM_RADIAL_RESOLUTION! = ....
MAXIMUM_RADIAL_RESOLUTION! = ....

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: NOT USED.

RADIAL_SAMPLING_INTERVAL

Definition:
RADIAL_SAMPLING_INTERVAL indicates the average radial spacing between consecutive 
points in a ring profile.  In practice, this may be somewhat smaller than the 
RADIAL_RESOLUTION because a profile may be over-sampled.
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PDSDD Status: Existing term.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.
If the value is fixed, then only a single value is required. Otherwise, the minimum and 
maximum values should be given.

RADIAL_SAMPLING_INTERVAL! = ....

or
MINIMUM_RADIAL_SAMPLING_INTERVAL = ....
MAXIMUM_RADIAL_SAMPLING_INTERVAL = ....

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: NOT USED.

RING_PROFILE_DIRECTION

Definition:
RING_PROFILE_DIRECTION indicates the radial direction of a ring occultation within a 
particular data product. Possible values are “INGRESS”, “EGRESS”, “BOTH”, and 
“MULTIPLE”.

Comments:
This refers differs from RING_OCCULTATION_DIRECTION in that it describes the given file, 
not necessarily the occultation track overall. When an occultation track contains both ingress 
and egress segments, the derived profiles should be archived in separate files, one of which 
is identified as “INGRESS” and the other as “EGRESS”.

PDSDD Status: New term.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: NOT USED.

HIGHEST_DETECTABLE_OPACITY

Definition:
HIGHEST_DETECTABLE_OPACITY indicates the sensitivity of a ring occultation data set to 
nearly opaque rings. It specifies the rough value for the largest normal ring opacity that can 
be detected in the data at the resolution provided, incorporating both statistical effects and 
calibration uncertainties.

Comments:
Although we do not provide a formal mathematical definition of this quantity, we regard it as 
an extremely useful piece of information for searching the archive.

PDSDD Status: Existing term; slightly revised definition.
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Usage in labels: STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: NOT USED.

LOWEST_DETECTABLE_OPACITY

Definition:
LOWEST_DETECTABLE_OPACITY indicates the sensitivity of a ring occultation data set to 
nearly opaque rings. It specifies the rough value for the smallest normal ring opacity that can 
be detected in the data at the resolution provided, incorporating both statistical effects and 
calibration uncertainties.

Comments:
Although we do not provide a formal mathematical definition of this quantity, we regard it as 
an extremely useful piece of information for searching the archive.

PDSDD Status: Existing term; slightly revised definition.

Usage in labels: STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: NOT USED.

Timing
OBSERVED_EVENT_TIME

Definition:
OBSERVED_EVENT_TIME indicates the instant at which photons were received at the 
instrument. It is represented in the UTC time system.

Comments:
This is equivalent to SPACECRAFT_EVENT_TIME for spacecraft data and to 
EARTH_RECEIVED_TIME for Earth-based data. It is always the photon arrival time, so in 
this regard we treat Cassini RSS occultation data as Earth-based, referring to the time at the 
DSN receiving station.

PDSDD Status: New term.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.
The terms used in labels are simply “START_TIME” and “STOP_TIME”, per existing PDS 
standards.

START_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss[.fff]
STOP_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss[.fff]

Note: PDS prefers this year-month-day format for dates over the “yyyy-ddd” (year plus day-
of-year) format used by some Cassini teams. However, either format is acceptable.

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables:
REQUIRED unless OBSERVED_EVENT_TDB is provided instead.
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The time is given in numeric seconds as an offset from the specified UTC reference time. 
The reference time is preferably the start of a day.

NAME! = “OBSERVED EVENT TIME”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = SECONDS
REFERENCE_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00.000

OBSERVED_EVENT_TDB

Definition:
OBSERVED_EVENT_TDB indicates the instant at which photons were received at the 
instrument. It is represented in the ‘Barycentric Dynamical Time’ system, as a number of 
elapsed seconds since the J2000 epoch. This is consistent with the definition of ‘ephemeris 
time’ as used in the SPICE toolkit.

PDSDD Status: New term.

Usage in labels: OPTIONAL.
OBSERVED_EVENT_START_TDB! = ....
OBSERVED_EVENT_STOP_TDB! = ....

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables:
OPTIONAL or as an alternative to OBSERVED_EVENT_TIME.

NAME! = “OBSERVED EVENT TDB”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = SECONDS

SPACECRAFT_EVENT_TIME

Definition:
SPACECRAFT_EVENT_TIME indicates the instant at which an event occurred at the 
spacecraft, e.g., the arrival or departure of a photon. It is represented in the UTC time 
system.

Comments:
This is equivalent to OBSERVED_EVENT_TIME for UVIS and VIMS; it has no analogue for 
RSS.

PDSDD Status: New term.

Usage in labels:
UVIS and VIMS: OPTIONAL.
RSS: REQUIRED.

SPACECRAFT_EVENT_START_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss[.fff]
SPACECRAFT_EVENT_STOP_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss[.fff]
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Usage in COLUMN objects and tables:
UVIS and VIMS: NOT USED; “OBSERVED EVENT TIME” or “...TDB” is the preferred name.
RSS: REQUIRED.
The time is given in numeric seconds as an offset from the specified UTC reference time. 
The reference time is preferably the start of a day.

NAME! = “SPACECRAFT EVENT TIME”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = SECONDS
REFERENCE_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00.000

EARTH_RECEIVED_TIME

Definition:
EARTH_RECEIVED_TIME provides the time at which telemetry was received on Earth. This 
should be represented in the UTC system format.  For real time data, the difference between 
this time and the SPACECRAFT_EVENT_TIME is the signal travel time from the spacecraft 
to earth.

Comments:
This is equivalent to OBSERVED_EVENT_TIME for RSS occultations.

PDSDD Status: Existing term.

Usage in labels: OPTIONAL.
EARTH_RECEIVED_START_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss[.fff]
EARTH_RECEIVED_STOP_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss[.fff]

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables:
UVIS and VIMS: OPTIONAL.
RSS: NOT USED; “OBSERVED EVENT TIME” or “...TDB” is preferred as the column name.

The time is given in numeric seconds as an offset from the specified UTC reference time. 
The reference time is preferably the start of a day.

NAME! = “EARTH RECEIVED TIME”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = SECONDS
REFERENCE_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00.000

RING_EVENT_TIME

Definition:
RING_EVENT_TIME indicates the instant at which photons associated with a particular ring 
observation left the ring plane This time is earlier than the associated 
OBSERVER_RECEIVED_TIME by an amount equal to the light travel time. It is represented 
in the UTC system format.

PDSDD Status: Existing term.
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Usage in labels: REQUIRED.
RING_EVENT_START_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss[.fff]
RING_EVENT_STOP_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss[.fff]

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables:
REQUIRED unless RING_EVENT_TDB is provided instead.

The time is given in numeric seconds as an offset from the specified UTC reference time. 
The reference time is preferably the start of a day.

NAME! = “RING EVENT TIME”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = SECONDS
REFERENCE_TIME! = yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00.000

RING_EVENT_TDB

Definition:
RING_EVENT_TDB indicates the instant at which photons associated with a particular ring 
observation left the ring plane This time is earlier than the associated 
OBSERVED_EVENT_TDB by an amount equal to the light travel time. It is represented in 
the ‘Barycentric Dynamical Time’ system, as a number of elapsed seconds since the J2000 
epoch. This is consistent with the definition of ‘ephemeris time’ as used in the SPICE toolkit.

PDSDD Status: New term.

Usage in labels: OPTIONAL.
RING_EVENT_START_TDB! = ....
RING_EVENT_STOP_TDB! = ....

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables:
OPTIONAL or as alternative to RING_EVENT_TIME.

NAME! = “RING EVENT TDB”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = SECONDS

Ring Intercept Geometry
RING_RADIUS

Definition:
RING_RADIUS indicates a radial location within a planetary ring system. Radii are 
measured from the center of the planet along the nominal ring plane. Units are km and are 
always positive.

PDSDD Status: Existing term.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.
MINIMUM_RING_RADIUS! = ....
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MAXIMUM_RING_RADIUS! = ....

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: REQUIRED.
NAME! = “RING RADIUS”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = KILOMETERS

RING_LONGITUDE

Definition:
RING_LONGITUDE specifies the inertial longitude of a ring feature relative to the prime 
meridian. In planetary ring systems, the prime meridian is the ascending node of the planet’s 
invariable plane on the Earth’s mean equator of J2000. Longitudes are measured in the 
direction of orbital motion along the planet’s invariable plane to the ring’s ascending node, 
and thence along the ring plane. Values range from 0 to 360 in units of degrees.                                                   

Note: The invariable plane of a planet is equivalent to its equatorial plane for every ringed 
planet except Neptune.

Comments:
It appears that everyone has agreed on this definition of longitude, even though it goes by 
different names in the sample files I have seen.

PDSDD Status: Existing term.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.
MINIMUM_RING_LONGITUDE! = ....
MAXIMUM_RING_LONGITUDE! = ....

Note: For ranges that cross the prime meridian, the maximum ring longitude will have a 
value less than the minimum ring longitude.

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: REQUIRED.
NAME! = “RING LONGITUDE”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = DEGREES

OBSERVED_RING_ELEVATION

Definition:
OBSERVED_RING_ELEVATION is an angle measured at a point in the ring plane, starting 
from the direction of a photon heading to the observer, and ending at the ring plane. This 
angle is positive on the side of the ring plane defined by positive angular momentum, and 
negative on the opposite side. Values range from -90 to +90 in units of degrees.

Note: The direction of positive angular momentum points toward the IAU-defined north side 
of the ring plane for Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune, but IAU-defined south side of the ring 
plane for Uranus.
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Comments:
This definition uses the sign convention for “B” that everyone seems to prefer. The term 
“LIGHT_SOURCE_INCIDENCE_ANGLE” has been proposed as the alternative quantity to 
enable users to search the database when the sign of the elevation angle is not important. 
This is a constant for stellar occultations, but varies during radio occultations.

PDSDD Status: New term.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.
If the value is fixed, as it is for stellar occultations, then only a single value is required. 
Otherwise, the minimum and maximum values should be given.

OBSERVED_RING_ELEVATION! = ....

or
MINIMUM_OBSERVED_RING_ELEVATION = ....
MAXIMUM_OBSERVED_RING_ELEVATION = ....

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables:
RSS: STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.
UVIS and VIMS: NOT USED (because the value is constant).

NAME! = “OBSERVED RING ELEVATION”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = DEGREES

LIGHT_SOURCE_INCIDENCE_ANGLE 

Definition:
LIGHT_SOURCE_INCIDENCE_ANGLE is an angle measured from the local surface normal 
vector to the direction of a photon arriving from the light source. For rings, the normal vector 
is that on the same side of the rings as the light source, so values always range between 0 
and 90 in units of degrees.

Comments:
The value is always equal to

! 90 - | OBSERVED_RING_ELEVATION  | 

This will enable users to perform database searches based on the effective ring opening 
angle when they are not concerned about the the distinction between north-side and south-
side viewpoints.

We have included the “light source” prefix to the term so that this quantity is not confused 
with INCIDENCE_ANGLE, a term that is generally associated with sunlight rather than stars 
or radio transmitters.

PDSDD Status: Existing term but with expanded definition. the “MINIMUM...” and “MAXIMUM...” 
keywords are not currently defined.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.
If the value is fixed, as it is for stellar occultations, then only a single value is required. 
Otherwise, the minimum and maximum values should be given.
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LIGHT_SOURCE_INCIDENCE_ANGLE! = ....

or
MINIMUM_LIGHT_SOURCE_INCIDENCE_ANGLE = ....
MAXIMUM_LIGHT_SOURCE_INCIDENCE_ANGLE = ....

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: OPTIONAL (but redundant).
NAME! = “LIGHT SOURCE INCIDENCE ANGLE”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = DEGREES

OBSERVED_RING_AZIMUTH

Definition:
OBSERVED_RING_AZIMUTH is an angle measured at a point in the ring plane, starting 
from the direction of a photon heading to the observer, and ending at the direction of a local  
radial vector. This angle is projected into the ring plane and measured in the prograde 
direction. Note that, as seen from the observer, it equals 90 degrees along the right ansa 
and 270 degrees along the left ansa. Values range from 0 to 360 in units of degrees.

Comments:
This definition is already in use at the Rings Node to describe imaging data, because it has 
the nice property that the rings ansae fall at 90 and 270 even when the observer is not far 
away from the rings. The definition is also equivalent to that used for the column “RING 
LONGITUDE EARTH” in the sample RSS file. However, it is inconsistent with the analogous 
quantities currently in use by UVIS and VIMS, as noted in previous email exchanges. The 
quantity used by UVIS has been renamed SUB_STELLAR_AZIMUTH; the quantity used by 
VIMS has been renamed SUB_STELLAR_CLOCK_ANGLE. These quantities can also 
appear in tables and labels but only in addition to, not instead of, 
OBSERVED_RING_AZIMUTH.

PDSDD Status: New term.

Usage in labels: REQUIRED.
MINIMUM_OBSERVED_RING_AZIMUTH!= ....
MAXIMUM_OBSERVED_RING_AZIMUTH!= ....

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: REQUIRED.
NAME! = “OBSERVED RING AZIMUTH”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = DEGREES

SUB_STELLAR_RING_AZIMUTH

Definition:
SUB_STELLAR_RING_AZIMUTH is an angle measured at a point in the ring plane, 
starting from the direction of a photon arriving from a star, and ending at the direction of a 
local  radial vector. This angle is projected into the ring plane and measured in the prograde 
direction.
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Comments:
For stellar occultation data, this angle is equal to (OBSERVED_RING_AZIMUTH + 180) 
mod 360. It is available only for backward compatibility with UVIS occultation data; 
OBSERVED_RING_AZIMUTH is the preferred quantity.

PDSDD Status: New term.

Usage in labels: OPTIONAL for UVIS only.
MINIMUM_SUB_STELLAR_RING_AZIMUTH = ....
MAXIMUM_SUB_STELLAR_RING_AZIMUTH = ....

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: OPTIONAL for UVIS only.
NAME! = “SUB-STELLAR RING AZIMUTH”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = DEGREES

SUB_STELLAR_CLOCK_ANGLE

Definition:
SUB_STELLAR_CLOCK_ANGLE is an angle measured at a point in the ring plane, from the 
direction toward a star to the local radial direction. This angle is projected into the ring plane 
and measured in the clockwise (retrograde) direction. Equivalently, this is the prograde 
angle from the local radial direction to the direction toward the star.

Comments:
For stellar occultation data, this angle is equal to (180 - OBSERVED_RING_AZIMUTH) mod 
360. It is available only for backward compatibility with VIMS occultation data; 
OBSERVED_RING_AZIMUTH is the preferred quantity.

PDSDD Status: New term.

Usage in labels: OPTIONAL for VIMS only.
MINIMUM_SUB_STELLAR_CLOCK_ANGLE = ....
MAXIMUM_SUB_STELLAR_CLOCK_ANGLE = ....

Usage in COLUMN objects and tables: OPTIONAL for VIMS only.
NAME! = “SUB-STELLAR CLOCK ANGLE”
DATA_TYPE! = ASCII_REAL
FORMAT! = “Fxx.x”
UNIT! = DEGREES 
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